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Abstract. This paper introduces a text dialog system that can provide counseling 

dialog based on the semantic content of user utterances. We extract emotion-, 

problem-, and reason-oriented semantic contents from user utterances to generate 

micro-counseling system responses. Our counseling strategy follows micro-

counseling techniques to build a working relationship with a client and to discover 

the client’s concerns and problems. Extracting semantic contents allows the 

system to generate appropriate counseling responses for various user utterances. 

Experiments show that our system works well as a virtual counselor. 
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1 Introduction 

People often talk with other people to share their situation and to relieve stress. 

However, other people are not always available, and we may not want to reveal all 

information because some of it may be too personal; a micro-counseling dialog 

system can solve these problems. In our previous work, the system could not 

understand various user utterances because it used only lexical information to 

analyze them [4]. In this work, we developed a system that analyzes semantic 

information to achieve understanding of user utterances and to effectively respond 

to them for counseling. 

In this paper, we measure the effect of our new information extracting method, 

new counseling information, and chat-oriented back-off strategy. Our system can 

extract information from a wider variety of utterances and get higher scores for 

counseling satisfaction than the previous system. 

Relevant related work is presented in section 2. Micro-counseling techniques 

are summarized in section 3. Corpus data are introduced in section 4, and the 

micro-counseling dialog method is described in section 5. The experiments and 

results are shown in section 6 and conclusion is drawn in section 7. 



2 Related Work 

Han et al. [4] used a conditional random field algorithm to extract “who, what, 

when, where, why, how” (5W1H) information to counsel, but because the system 

only considers 5W1H information, some system utterances that consider time and 

place are not relevant in a counseling dialog. For example, the system could 

generate utterance like “Where did you mad?”. In addition, because the method is 

based on only lexical information, it needs a large corpus to understand various 

user utterances. Furthermore, this method could not detect various user emotions 

because it was based on only keyword matching. 

Meguro et al. [8] introduced a listening-oriented dialog system based on a 

model trained by a partially observable Markov decision process using human-

human dialog corpus. The system uses a listening-oriented dialog strategy to 

encourage users to speak, but the system utterances are limited because it selects 

responses from the corpus. It also cannot respond to utterances that are not in the 

specific domain. 

In this work, we extracted emotion-, problem-, and reason-oriented information 

by extracting general semantic contents (subject, predicate, and object), then using 

this information to guide selection of appropriate counseling responses. By 

redefining counseling information from 5W1H, the system focuses on the user’s 

current situation and emotional state. The new method extracts this information by 

analyzing general semantic contents, so it can extract the information from various 

domain-independent utterances. However, not all utterances are relevant sources 

of semantic contents for counseling, and the counseling system should respond to 

all user utterances in order to encourage the users to continue talking; in this case 

the system should adopt a “back-off strategy” in which it uses a chat-oriented 

system to respond with a relevant sentence that has no counseling value, but which 

encourages the client to continue interacting. Most chat-oriented systems (e.g., 

ELIZA [9], ALICE1) are based on the simple pattern matching technique, but 

several systems are based on a sentence similarity measure (Lee et al., [6]; Li et 

al., [7]); they select the most similar sentence to the user input among example 

sentence pairs and generate modified sentence as an output. 

3 Micro-counseling Techniques 

Micro-counseling techniques are basic counseling techniques that make clients 

feel that a counselor listens carefully and understands the clients [3]. Micro-

counseling includes four main techniques: attending, paraphrasing, reflecting 

feelings, and questioning. 

                                                           
1 ALICE: Artificial Intelligence Foundation Inc. http://www.alicebot.org 



Attending is a technique to react naturally to an utterance. Attending utterances 

could follow any kind of user utterances. This technique makes a client feel that 

the system focuses on him or her, and encourages the client to continue talking to 

the system. Examples include “Please tell me more” and “Continue”. 

Paraphrasing is a technique to make the user think the system is following what 

the user said. Unlike attending, paraphrasing utterance is dependent on a user 

utterance because the system should rephrase the client’s utterance. For example, 

when client says “I ate pizza”, the counselor could say “Oh, you ate pizza”. 

Reflecting feelings organizes the user’s whole situation. This technique is 

similar to paraphrasing but whereas paraphrasing follows exactly what the client 

said in the previous turn, reflecting feelings follows all information that the user 

provides. For example “You don’t feel good because John deleted it to stop it”, or 

“Stopping it made you sad”. 

Questioning is a technique to ask a user to provide more counseling 

information, e.g. “How do you feel about it?”, or “Why did John do so?”. 

4 Data Collection 

We generated 512 utterances as a counseling corpus (Table 1). Because micro-

counseling dialog is based on problems, feelings, and specific facts [3], our 

generated utterances focus on user’s problem, emotion and reason based on micro-

counseling techniques. We generated the corpus based on 42 counseling situation 

(Table 2) and micro-counseling techniques. This corpus used to select micro-

counseling utterances. 

Table. 1. Counseling Corpus Example 

 

A general chatting corpus was generated based on seven domain-independent 

dialog acts; it includes 11,328 user utterances. The corpus was generated by 

collecting chatting dialog between two people. It was used for micro-counseling 

utterance detection. 

To generate counseling information extraction rules, we used Movie-Dic, 

which is a movie script corpus from 753 movies [1]. It includes 132,229 

utterances, which we assume represent natural dialogs. 

Speaker Utterance

System

User

System

User

System

User

Hello. How are you today?

I feel bad because I fought with my boyfriend.

You fought with your boyfriend. Why does it happen?

He didn’t remember my birthday.

I see. You feel bad because he didn’t remember your 

birthday.

That’s right



Table. 2. Example of counseling situations 

 

5 Method 

5.1 Architecture 

Our system consists of four components: counseling utterance understanding 

(CUU), counseling strategy managing (CSM), counseling response generating 

(CRG) and a chat-oriented back-off dialog system. CUU understands what a user 

says, CSM decides what kind of strategy to use, and CRG decides how to generate 

counseling utterances. The chat-oriented dialog system is used to respond to 

general user utterances for which counseling utterances are difficult to generate 

(Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1. System Architecture 
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5.2 Counseling Utterance Understanding 

In the CUU module, the system first decides whether a user utterance is 

appropriate for micro-counseling dialog, then extracts counseling information. If 

the user utterance is not appropriate for a micro-counseling reaction, the chat-

oriented dialog system generates a general response as back-off strategy.  

Our system treats the utterances whose dialog act is a statement as appropriate 

utterances for micro-counseling dialog. Semantic contents to generate counseling 

response are mostly included in utterances whose dialog act is a statement because 

their purposes are to deliver information. To detect a statement dialog act, we used 

the MaxEnt algorithm [2] using a chatting corpus which is labeled with dialog act. 

We trained a model with word and Part of Speech (POS) bi-gram features to train 

the model. 

As a second step, we check whether or not our system can extract semantic 

contents from the user utterance. If it cannot, the utterance is passed to the chat-

oriented dialog system because we cannot generate a micro-counseling utterance. 

To extract semantic content, we use the dependency pattern matching method that 

is used in WOE
parse

 [10]. The dependency pattern is a partial dependency graph in 

which each node has a POS tag and each edge has a dependency label. Among 

those nodes, three nodes are marked as subject, predicate, and object. If a 

dependency pattern is found in the dependency graph of the user utterance, its 

corresponding subject, predicate, object phrases are extracted. We manually 

collected 360 dependency patterns from dependency graphs of the Movie-Dic 

corpus. 

During a micro-counseling dialog, the system asks the user three types of 

questions: problem questions, reason questions, and emotion questions. Through 

the system questions, the system can detect a user utterance as the one that seeks 

counseling. For example, when a system asks the user about a problem, the user’s 

answer is assumed to identify the problem. 

Some user utterances can provide more than one type of counseling information. 

For example, “I feel sad because my dog died,” includes two semantic contents: “I 

feel sad” is emotion information, and “my dog died” is problem information. To 

extract counseling information from this kind of double content utterance, we 

should consider the relationships between the types of counseling information (Fig 

2). We split the user utterance’s semantic contents into cause and effect by 

comparing the location of semantic contents and classifying the conjunction. For 

example, in case of “I am sad because my dog died”, “my dog died” causes “I am 

sad” because it is after the conjunction ‘because’. We generated 14 rules to split 

semantic contents into cause and effect.  

When the system asked a problem question, cause is assumed to be reason 

information and effect is assumed to be emotion information. 



 

Fig. 2. Counseling Information Relationship 

5.3 Counseling Strategy Manager 

Table. 3. Counseling Strategy Table. ‘O’: information should exist; ‘X’: information should 

not exist 

 

Our micro-counseling dialog system has four counseling strategies: attending, 

paraphrasing, reflect feeling, and question. We defined a counseling technique 

table that consists of strategies and the required conditions of each strategy (Table 

3); the required conditions mean the existence of information in user’s current 

utterance and dialog history. The system selects the best strategy based on 

counseling technique table. 

 Attending: Attending utterances could follow after any kind of user 

utterances. So attending technique does not consider information extracted 

from the current or dialog history. 

 Paraphrasing: Paraphrasing should follow a user utterance that includes at 

least one counseling information. 

 Reflecting: Reflecting feelings should be used when information in current 

user utterance and information in dialog history includes whole counseling 

information. 

 Questioning: Questioning techniques should be used to request information 

that has not been provided; emotion, problem, and reason. In case of reason 

questioning, problem information should exists in information in dialog 

history because reason should be asked after problem already known. 

Emotion

Problem

Cause

Effect

Reason

Cause

Effect

Counseling

Strategy

Information in

Current User Utterance

Information

in Dialog History

Emotion Problem Reason Emotion Problem Reason

Attending

Paraphrasing

O

O

O

Reflect Feeling

X

X

O

O

X

X

⁞

O

O

X

O

O

X

X

O

O

⁞

X

X

O

Emotion Question X X

Problem Question X X

Reason Question X O X



As an example of counseling dialog strategy (Table 4), the system asks an 

emotion question or a problem question at the beginning of dialog to induce the 

user speak. Questioning can be in a dialog turn with others. 

Table. 4. Counseling Strategy Example. 

 

5.4 Counseling Response Generation 

Our system utterances are generated by using a counseling response template. We 

choose a system template by checking the counseling information extracted from 

the dialog, and use extracted contents to fill slots in a counseling response 

template (Table 5). Each technique has its own templates, and each template has 

its own counseling information slots to fill. 

Table. 5. Counseling Response Template. Slots: <es> subject of emotion; <ep> predicate of 

emotion; <eo> object of emotion; <ps> subject of problem; <pp> predicate of problem; 

<po> object of problem; <rs> subject of reason; <rp> predicate of reason; <ro> object of 

reason 

 

Speaker Utterance
Counseling 

Strategy

System Hello. How are you today?
Emotion 

Question

User I feel bad because I fought with my boyfriend. -

System
You fought with your boyfriend.

Why does it happen?

Paraphrase,

Reason

Question

User He didn’t remember my birthday. -

System I see. You feel bad because he didn’t remember your birthday. Paraphrase

User That’s right -

System Template Counseling Strategy

Oh I see. Attending

You feel <eo>. Paraphrasing

<es> <ep> <eo> because <ps> <pp> <po>. Paraphrasing

You feel <eo> because <rs> <rp> <ro>. Reflect Feeling

Please tell me about your problem. Problem Question

How do you feel about <ps> did so? Emotion Question

Why did <ps> do so? Reason Question



5.5 Chat-Oriented Dialog System 

The chat-oriented dialog system can respond to any kind of user input sentence 

whether or not it is related to the counseling purpose. The system selects the most 

appropriate response from the chatting cues given the user input. This is based on 

the EBDM [6] framework; detailed description is beyond the scope of this paper. 

We only explain the example matching method. An example is a pair of a user-

side sentence u and a system-side response s. We adopt a sentence similarity score 

with POS weights (simPoS) to find the most appropriate responses as follows: 

 

      (   )  
  |   |

| |  | |
 

 

The intersection is the set of words that occur in both sentences. When finding a 

matching word, coarse-grained POS tags and lemmatized words are used to ignore 

inflectional changes of the words. We also define POS weights and assign the 

word weight according to its POS. Finally, |u|, |s| and |u s| are defined as the sum 

of all word weights in u, s and u s respectively. 

6 Experiment & Discussion 

We first tested the performance of dialog act detection and semantic content 

extraction modules. Our 5-fold cross validation experiment test dataset includes a 

chatting corpus and a counseling corpus. The whole 11,840 utterances are labeled 

with dialog act, and semantic contents that can generate a counseling response. 

Our experiment achieved > 89% statement dialog act detection performance, and 

> 95% semantic content extraction performance as shown in Table 6. 

Table. 6. Dialog act and semantic content detection result 

 
We recruited 16 volunteers to evaluate the effectiveness of the counseling 

information extraction method, the counseling strategy, and the chat back-off 

strategy. The baseline system for comparison is a previous counseling dialog 

system that uses 5W1H extraction. We gave 20 counseling situations to each user 

and asked them to talk to each system for a total of 30 minutes. 

Each volunteer scored six evaluation questions on a scale of 1(low) to 10. To 

assess the CUU module based on semantic content extraction, the questions were 

asked users how much they were satisfied by the system’s ability to understand 

their utterances. To assess the CSM module’s counseling strategy, the questions 

Statement dialog-act detection Semantic content extraction

Precision

Recall

F measure

88.9%

89.6%

89.3%

97.4%

92.7%

95.0%



were asked whether they were satisfied with its counseling strategy on the 

counseling information. To assess the back-off strategy we asked them to assess 

the relevance of its responses. Our system achieved a higher score overall than the 

baseline system (Table 7). 

User satisfaction increased because the counseling information was extracted 

from various utterances. The redefined counseling information encouraged the 

user to interact intensively with the system. The chat-oriented back-off strategy 

increased overall satisfaction because it avoided interruption of dialogs.  

Table. 7. Experiment Result. (p < 0.01 for each question) 

 

7 Conclusion 

We developed a counseling dialog system that extracts semantic counseling 

information, defines counseling information, and uses a chat-oriented dialog 

system as a back-off strategy. Because the counseling dialog system was 

developed for various user utterances, it can be used for other research in human-

computer interaction such as development of health informatics and companions 

for seniors. Our future work is to improve our system to generate various system 

utterances that use additional micro-counseling techniques [5]. 
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